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If you have any questions about our school choice proposals, please visit www.bostonschoolchoice.org.  
  

1. What steps were taken to preserve access to Mission Hill K-8 after the school’s move from its 
former location (69 Alleghany Street, Mission Hill) to its current location (20 Child Street, Jamaica 
Plain)? 

 
Starting this school year, Mission Hill is a West and North Zone school under the current 3-Zone assignment 
plan.  This provides students from the Mission Hill community continued access to the school and helps 
maintain the diversity of the school.  Students from the East Zone enrolled in the school at the end of the 
2011-2012 school year also continue to receive transportation to the school, and their siblings are eligible 
for sibling priority for enrollment.   
 

2. Would students from the Mission Hill neighborhood have access to Mission Hill K-8 under the 
proposed assignment plans? 

 
Yes, students from Mission Hill will have access to the Mission Hill K-8 under any of the three proposed 
assignment plans.  Under the 10-Zone proposal, Mission Hill K-8 will be located in Zone 8.  However, 
students in Zone 5 (which contains the Mission Hill neighborhood and parts of Roxbury) will continue to 
have access to Mission Hill K-8. 
 
Both of the other proposed assignment plans, Home-Based/A and Home-Based/B, generate lists of 
available schools based on a student’s home address.  All students with addresses and ZIP codes in the 
Mission Hill neighborhood will have access to the Mission Hill K-8 under either of the Home-Based plans, 
even if it is not located within their walk zone.  Mission Hill K-8 will show up as an option on these students’ 
choice lists.   
 
Our online interactive mapping tool (available at http://maps.cityofboston.gov/models/) will allow students 
and families to see their school options under each of the proposed models.  Using this tool, any resident of 
Mission Hill will have Mission Hill K-8 as a school option under all three proposed student assignment 
models. 
 

3. Will Mission Hill K-8 become a citywide school? 
 
In the past, Mission Hill K-8 did serve students citywide.  Due to the shortage of seats in the North and West 
zones, and wanting to ensure access to Mission Hill families as we promised last year, we did not expand 
the school to a citywide school.  Under the proposed assignment plans, Mission Hill K-8 will not be a 
citywide school.  Under the 10-Zone plan, it will be located in Zone 8 (although students in Zone 5 will have 
access to the school), and under the Home-Based plans, it will be available to students based on their 
address, the quality of schools located nearby, and their walk zones.    
 

4. Can Mission Hill K-8 reserve seats for low-income families to preserve diversity? 
 
There is no plan to offer reserved seats to low-income students at Mission Hill.  Instead, the same 
admissions priorities will apply at Mission Hill as at any other school within BPS (including sibling priority 
and walk-zone priority).  We recognize and appreciate the commitment that Mission Hill families have 
shown to reaching out to families and preserving the diversity of the school, and we have modified the 
proposed assignment plans as described above to preserve access to Mission Hill K-8 for families from the 
Mission Hill/Roxbury community.   
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